cii	Introduction: Part VI
This was repeated until the vetala had told 25 stories (the rest of
which are, however, not related in our texts). Then the vetala, per-
ceiving the king's courage and perseverance, was appeased and gave
the king a boon; the king received from him the 8 Magic Powers,
and the promise of attendance in person9 when the king should call
upon him.
N,B, JR replaces this story by a different one, the Haunted House; see p. xii.
BE simplifies the story to such an extent that there is hardly anything left of it. Our
summary follows SR and MR and does not always specify omissions in BE.
1. SoSR; in a wood ME; not located BE. 2. Not mentioned in MR. 3. Agaml-
tree SR, a gingapa-tree ME. The tree is not alluded to in BE. 4. BE simply says'the
vetala devised a way to make the king speak; in it the story told by the vetak is
wholly wanting. In MR the vetala begins the narration himself without trying to
get the king to tell a story. 5. In SE he threatens that if the king knows the answer
to the question he will ask at the end, and does not tell it, his head will split. The
story is found only in SE and ME (cf. preceding note). 6* Named Vindhyavati SE,
VigrantaMR. 7. SE; Vie§,rapara MR. 8. This is the only vs found in both SE and
ME, but both expound the idea at length; SR has 18 vss on the subject. 9. This
promise is mentioned by both SR and BR, not by MR. MR and BR agree in the end-
ing of the story as given above; the full story of how the ascetic's treachery was
revealed by the vetak to the king, and how with his aid the king outwitted and killed
the ascetic, is found here only in SR (cf. Section IHa of the Frame-story, which also
supplies the ending missing in MR, BR at this place). SR here has the vetala bring the
ascetic back to life at the request of the forgiving king.
X-
32 (not in MR, JR). Story of the Thirty-second Statuette.
Vikrama's Power and Magnanimity
Such a king was Vikrama. He overcame the whole earth by his
valor, and banisht poverty from the world by his generosity; his
power was universally establisht.
A brief panegyric to the above effect is all that SR and BR have in lieu of Story 8&
They undoubtedly represent the original in this respect. JR has, as in the case of
Stories £9 and 81, another story — the Poverty Statue* MR also, after a couple of
stanzas of panegyric, puts in a story of its own, in which it is related how Bhatti
became Vikrama's minister*

